Control of Work / Work Permitting

Poor organization of work permits / hot work leads to poor work execution for routine maintenance and capital projects. The OESuite™ platform from Operational Sustainability, LLC® (OS) electronically integrates and controls permits and certificates, identifies hazards and proper controls, conducts risk assessments, facilitates isolation management, and shares lessons learned. We even offer a visual environment, making it easy to renew hundreds of permits on the fly.

Our solution will allow you to:

- Plan permits in advance
- Edit permits easily
- Copy permits for repeat jobs
- Search existing permits
- Request new permits
- Link permits together
- Risk assess jobs and determine safety mitigations
- Capture lessons learned
- Archive the risk assessments for re-use
- View the entire worksite to determine what other jobs are currently taking place along with real-time permit condition monitoring
- Mobilize your workforce by controlling isolation and restoration activities in the field using RFID to prevent errors and to associate locks with tags
OESuite™ enhances your effective wrench time, avoiding costly extended shutdowns and turnarounds, while protecting your workers by guiding them to the proper operational decision.

The OESuite™ visual environment.

Extended OESuite™ Modules

- Work Management / CMMS / EAM
- PSSR / Operational Readiness
- Operator Rounds
- Operator Logs / Shift Handover
- Work Permitting Mobile

For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.